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Abstract. Tourism crowdsourcing platforms have a profound influence
on the tourist behaviour particularly in terms of travel planning. Not
only they hold the opinions shared by other tourists concerning tourism
resources, but, with the help of recommendation engines, are the pil-
lar of personalised resource recommendation. However, since prospective
tourists are unaware of the trustworthiness or reputation of crowd pub-
lishers, they are in fact taking a leap of faith when then rely on the
crowd wisdom. In this paper, we argue that modelling publisher Trust &
Reputation improves the quality of the tourism recommendations sup-
ported by crowdsourced information. Therefore, we present a tourism
recommendation system which integrates: (i) user profiling using the
multi-criteria ratings; (ii) k -Nearest Neighbours (k -NN) prediction of the
user ratings; (iii) Trust & Reputation modelling; and (iv) incremental
model update, i.e., providing near real-time recommendations. In terms
of contributions, this paper provides two different Trust & Reputation
approaches: (i) general reputation employing the pairwise trust values
using all users; and (ii) neighbour-based reputation employing the pair-
wise trust values of the common neighbours. The proposed method was
experimented using crowdsourced datasets from Expedia and TripAdvi-
sor platforms.
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1 Introduction

Travel planning requires an attentive analysis by the tourist in order to choose
the best tourism resources, i.e., transports, hotels, attractions, restaurants, etc.
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) promote smart tourism [8]
and support the tourist, providing different platforms and applications to en-
hance the tourism experience [19], such as, social networks, mobile applications,
crowdsourcing platforms, etc. In particular, the tourism crowdsourcing platforms
have revolutionised the tourist behaviour [18,9]. These platforms (e.g., TripAd-
visor, Expedia, Yelp, Booking.com, etc.), not only advertise tourism offers, but
also promote the voluntary feedback sharing, which influences the behaviour
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of the other tourists. Therefore, tourism crowdsourced data analysis became a
relevant research issue due to its impact in the tourist behaviour.

The crowdsourced information, which is voluntarily and freely shared, raises
reliability questions. In this context, this paper explores the reliability of crowd-
sourced information using Trust & Reputation (T&R) modelling. While trust-
worthiness is a one-to-one relationship (intra-user or pairwise), reputation is a
many-to-one relationship. First, we use multi-criteria tourism ratings to produce
personalised tourism recommendations. Then, to ensure the reliability of both,
information and users, we enrich the recommendation algorithm with T&R infor-
mation. Our proposed method includes: (i) a profiling approach – Personalised
Weighted Rating Average (PWRA) – based on multi-criteria ratings proposed
by Leal et al. (2017) [15]; (ii) Collaborative Filtering via k -NN; and (iii) two
different T&R models of crowdsourced data – general reputation and neighbour-
based reputation. Since crowdsourced data corresponds to a stream of events,
we propose an on-line recommendation approach via incremental updating, i.e.,
the model is updated whenever a new rating event occurs. In this work, user
trustworthiness is based, according to the Leal et al. (2017) method [17], on the
recommendations selected by the user and the reputation is modelled using the
general and the neighbour-based approaches.

The main contributions of this paper are the T&R approaches designed for
tourism recommendations supported by crowdsourced data: (i) general user rep-
utation based on the average user trustworthiness given by all acquaintances; and
(ii) neighbour-based reputation built from the average user trustworthiness con-
sidering the set of common neighbours between two users. Our experiments with
crowdsourced Expedia and TripAdvisor datasets show that both T&R models
improve significantly the k -NN rating prediction accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews previous ap-
proaches of T&R mechanisms for crowdsourced information. Section 3 describes
the algorithms used in the methodology. Section 4 reports the results of the ex-
periments and tests performed. Finally, Section 5 summarises and discusses the
outcomes of this work.

2 Related Work

The crowdsourcing concept was introduced by Howe (2006) [10] to highlight
the power of the crowd accomplishing different tasks, such as, funding, votes,
texts, etc. Numerous systems have appeared on Web, including Wikipedia, Linux,
Yahoo! Answers, Mechanical Turk-based systems, etc. [5].

In the case of tourism domain, platforms such as TripAdvisor, Booking, Ex-
pedia, etc. have influenced the tourist behaviour since they contain opinions of
other tourists. The tourists create a digital footprint while organising and ex-
periencing their trips, i.e., book and share their opinions in the form of ratings
or textual reviews. Furthermore, a multitude of tourism applications which inte-
grate profiling and recommendation algorithms support the tourist in the travel



experience. These tourism systems use the digital footprints created by tourists
to generate personalised suggestions.

The profiling mechanisms model the individuals using their digital footprint,
employing information retrieval and data mining algorithms. In particular, the
crowdsourcing platforms use multiple criteria ratings to classify the different
aspects of a tourism resource (e.g., TripAdvisor uses for hotels the overall, loca-
tion, rooms, cleanliness, value, etc.). The combination of this multi-criteria in-
formation is fundamental to refine the user profiles [14,15]. The resulting profiles
are used by recommendation mechanisms to personalise suggestions. Regarding
rating-based recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering has long been
used to create recommendations based on the ratings of users with similar pref-
erences [7,13]. Specifically, k -NN is the most popular memory-based collaborative
filtering algorithm used to predict user preferences [1]. Moreover, with k -NN, it
is possible to know which users were responsible for the recommendations made.

Regarding the question of the reliability of crowdsourced information, we ar-
gue that T&R modelling improves the quality of k -NN recommendations. Trust
and Reputation are distinct, but intrinsically linked concepts, e.g., “I trust that
hotel because it has good reputation”. The literature contains different inter-
pretations for trust and reputation. In this paper, we adopt the Jøsang et al.
(2007) [12] interpretation for trust and reputation. Trust defines the reliability
of users and resources based on direct experience, while Reputation is based on
third party experiences, e.g., the crowd.

Scant research has been conducted regarding T&R in rating-based recommen-
dation systems supported by crowdsourced tourism data. According to Richtham-
mer et al. (2017) [20], reputation-enhanced recommender systems need further
research. Richthammer et al. [20] present an updated survey regarding reputa-
tion coupled with recommendation systems. Particularly, in the tourism domain,
Bedi et al. (2014) [2] propose a Multi-Agent Recommender System for e-Tourism
(MARST) with item reputation modelling. The system has a dedicated agent
for computing the reputation of tourism resources based on the number of users
who rated the resource and the corresponding standard deviation. Bustos et al.
(2009) [3] present the Social-Net Tourism Recommender System which integrates
T&R modelling. The reputation is computed according to the number of edges
of the user social network. Jøsang et al. (2013) [11] employ a discrete bayesian
reputation algorithm using fuzzy membership functions.

Finally, taking into account the research addressing crowdsourced tourism
data, we verify that the T&R modelling has not been explored yet. Therefore,
our work contributes with a T&R user-based modelling for rating-based recom-
mendation systems supported by crowdsourced tourism data, using incremental
update and multi-criteria profiling.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed method explores the memory-based collaborative filtering to cre-
ate a T&R model. In this context, the method includes: (i) Profiling; (ii) T&R



Modelling (iii) On-line Rating Prediction; and (iv) Evaluation. The Profiling in-
cludes: (i) the Personalised Weighted Rating Average (PWRA) proposed by Leal
et al. (2017) [15]; (ii) the Trust modelling proposed by Leal et al. (2017) [17];
and (iii) two different approaches for reputation modelling – General Reputation
and Neighbour-based Reputation – which are the contributions of this paper. For
the On-line Rating Prediction we employ the k -NN algorithm and use Pearson
correlation to identify the nearest neighbours. The Evaluation is performed us-
ing Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Target Recall (TRecall) and Recall.
Our method applies incremental updating (data streaming), i.e., the model is
updated every time a new event occurs.

3.1 Profiling

Personalised Weighted Rating Average (PWRA) explores the multi-
criteria ratings in order to refine the user profile. Equation 1 combines the
multiple criteria ratings, i.e., cleanliness, room service, staff, etc., into a sin-
gle rating (ru,i) using a personalised weighted average of the non-null criterion
ratings. Therefore, the ru,i,c is the non-null rating of the criterion c given by user
u to item i. The nc presents the number of times which the user u has rated
the criterion c. The nu,c is the number of non-null ratings of criterion c given by
user u, and, finally, n is the total number of non-null multi-criteria ratings given
by user u.

ru,i =

∑n
c=1 ncru,i,c∑n
c=1 nu,c

(1)

3.2 Trust & Reputation Modelling

Tourism collaborative recommendation engines rely on tourist feedback to make
recommendations to prospective tourists. Facing this scenario, we propose a T&R
model to build higher-quality recommendations. The model involves: (i) Simi-
larity Measuring; (ii) Trustworthiness; and (iii) Final Reputation. The model
is updated upon each user event. The similarity measuring relies on Pearson
Correlation metrics to detect the nearest neighbours. Additionally, this metric
provides the correlation values which are used in the rating predictions. The
trustworthiness qualifies the relationship between users, taking into account the
number of times which the current user selects one of the top 10 recommen-
dations provided by his/her neighbours. The Final Reputation combines the
trustworthiness values using two different approaches: (i) general reputation;
and (ii) neighbour-based reputation.

Similarity Measuring relies on Pearson Correlation Coefficient to measure
the correlation (proximity) between two users [21]. Equation 2 calculates the
Pearson Correlation (PCu,k) between user u and user k. The parameter ru,i
is the rating given by user u to the item i; r̄u and r̄k are the average of the



co-rated items given by user u and k, respectively; rk,i is the rating given by
neighbour k to the item i; and m is the total number of items [6].

PCu,k =

∑m
i=1[(ru,i − r̄u)(rk,i − r̄k)]√∑m

i=1(ru,i − r̄u)2
∑m

i=1(rk,i − r̄k)2
(2)

Trustworthiness quantifies the relationship between a user and his/her neigh-
bours. It takes into account the resulting recommendations and subsequent
user selections. Therefore, if a given user u selects multiple recommendations
due to a neighbour k, the trustworthiness between of u in k increases. The
trustworthiness is updated every time the user selects and rates a recom-
mendation. Equation 3 computes the trustworthiness Tu,k between user u
and k where nu,k represents the number of items actually recommended to
u due to k and Nu,k the number of times k was chosen as a neighbour of u.

Tu,k =
nu,k

Nu,k
(3)

Reputation quantifies the quality of all contributions of a given user. How-
ever, while the trustworthiness defines the reliability of users based on direct
experience, reputation is based on the crowd perspective. Therefore, we pro-
pose two different approaches for the user reputation modelling: (i) a general
user reputation; and (ii) neighbour-based reputation, i.e., the user reputa-
tion according to its neighbours.
– General Reputation quantifies the reputation of a user using the pair-

wise trustworthiness between the user and each one of his/her acquain-
tances. Equation 4 displays the general reputation Ru of a user u in
the system. It corresponds to the average trustworthiness Tu,k of user u
according to the system users U .

Ru =

∑U
k=1 Tu,k

U
(4)

– Neighbour-based Reputation quantifies the reputation of a user us-
ing the pairwise trustworthiness of the neighbours shared between the
user and each one of his/her acquaintances. Equation 5 displays the
neighbour-based reputation Ru,k of the user u according to user k where
t represents the common neighbours between u and k; Tu,t is the pair-
wise trustworthiness between the user u and t; and n is the number of
the total shared neighbours between u and k.

Ru,k =

∑n
t=1 Tu,t

n
(5)

Equation 6 computes the final user reputation RuT
using the common

neighbours of all users in the system, where Ru,k is the neighbour-based
reputation of the user u based on user k, and U is the total number of
users in the system.

RuT
=

∑U
t=1 Ru,t

U
(6)



3.3 On-line Rating Prediction

The rating prediction relies on the k -NN algorithm. The method predicts and
updates the model in near real time for each incoming rating event. In order to
identify the nearest neighbours, we employ Pearson Correlation. The Pearson
algorithm determines the correlation among users to detect the nearest neigh-
bours. Therefore, the k users with higher Pearson Correlation with the active
user are his/her nearest neighbours.

k-Nearest Neighbours is widely used in collaborative filtering. Our proposed
method employs k -NN to determine the k user neighbours (neighbourhood) and,
thus, generate recommendations for the active user u. The generated rating
predictions are used to identify the most promising of the following four profiling
approaches:

Default approach employs the Equation 1 to compute the ru,i using the multi-
criteria ratings. Then, the prediction of the rating given by user u to item i,
r̂u,i, is determined with the help of Equation 7, where PCu,k is the correlation
between the user u and user k, r̄u and r̄k are the average of the co-rated items
given by user u and k, respectively, rk,i is the rating given by neighbour k
to the item i, and n the number total of neighbours.

r̂u,i = r̄u +

∑n
k=1[(rk,i − r̄k) ∗ PCu,k]∑n

k=1 PCu,k
(7)

Trust based approach, which was presented by Leal et al. (2017) [17], com-
bines PWRA and trust modelling as described in Equation 3. This approach
computes the number of times a user k was identified as a neighbour of a
user u and the number of the items selected by u due to neighbour k. Equa-
tion 8 displays the rating prediction r̂Tu,i

of item i for a user u employing
the trustworthiness Tu,k of the n neighbours of user u.

r̂Tu,i
= r̂u,i ∗

∑n
k=1 Tu,k

n
(8)

General Reputation approach applies the general reputation Ru of user u
in the system, obtained through Equation 4, to the predicted rating r̂u,i,
determined by Equation 7. Equation 9 predicts the rating of item i for user
u according to the general reputation r̂GRu,i .

r̂GRu,i
= r̂u,i ∗Ru (9)

Neighbour-based Reputation approach applies the neighbour based rep-
utation r̂NRu,i

of Equation 6 to the predicted rating r̂u,i, determined by
Equation 7. Therefore, we use Equation 10 to predict the r̂NRu,i of item i
for user u using the neighbour-based reputation RuT

as filter to improve the
final recommendations.

r̂NRu,i
= r̂u,i ∗RuT

(10)



3.4 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation is performed by calculating the RMSE, Recall and TRecall. The
RMSE measures the error between the predicted rating and the real user rating.
We calculate incrementally the overall RMSE error, i.e., whenever a new event
occurs, according to the Takács et al. (2009) approach [22]. The Recall metric
proposed by Cremonesi et al. (2010) [4] and the Target Recall presented by Veloso
et al. (2017) [23] evaluate the recommendations accuracy. To calculate the Recall,
first, we predict the ratings of all items non rated by the user, including the newly
rated item. Then, we do a random selection of 1000 non rated items, add the
newly rated item, and sort these 1001 events in descending order. Finally, if the
new event belongs to the list of the top N recommendations, it counts as a hit.
In the case of TRecall, there is a hit whenever the predicted rating lays within
the ±N

2 predictions centred on the real rating. Therefore, to evaluate our on-line
method we use RMSE, the Recall@N, and the TRecall@N, with N = 10.

4 Experiments and Results

The experiments involved the four PWRA based profiling approaches: (i) De-
fault; (ii) Trust; (iii) General Reputation; and (iv) Neighbour-based Reputation.
In each case, we predict the user ratings using the k -NN algorithm. Finally, we
evaluate each method considering its prediction and recommendation accuracy.
Our recommendation engine is implemented in Java, runs on an OpenStack cloud
instance with 16 GiB RAM, 8 CPU and 160 GiB of hard-disk space. The pro-
posed method was tested using two different datasets – HotelExpedia dataset and
TripAdvisor. The data was ordered temporally (i.e., data streams) and, then,
partitioned. The initial model uses the 20 % of the dataset, and the remain-
ing 80 % of the dataset is used for incremental updates. The model is updated
whenever a user introduces a new rating.

4.1 Data Sets

We conducted several experiments with the Expedia and TripAdvisor data in
order to validate and evaluate our proposed method.

HotelExpedia dataset was collected by Leal et al. (2017) [16]. It is composed
by 6276 hotels, 1090 identified users and 214 342 reviewers from 11 different
locations. Each user classified at least 20 hotels, and each hotel has a min-
imum of 10 ratings. The dataset holds the following multi-criteria ratings:
the overall, cleanliness, service & staff, hotel condition and room comfort.

TripAdvisor dataset was proposed by Wang et al. (2010) [24]. It is composed
by 9114 hotels, 7452 users and 127 517 hotel reviews. Each user classified at
least 20 hotels, and each hotel has a minimum of 10 ratings. The dataset has
as multi-criteria ratings: overall, value, rooms, location, cleanliness, service,
and sleep quality.



4.2 Recommendation Results

The T&R modelling aims to refine the final recommendations. Table 1 com-
pares the RMSE, Recall and TRecall with: (i) Default (Equation 7); (ii) Trust
(Equation 8); (iii) General Reputation (Equation 9); and (iii) Neighbour-based
Reputation (Equation 10). Lower error values and higher classification values
indicate higher prediction accuracy. The number of neighbours was applied ac-
cording to Leal et al. [17] study for HotelExpedia and TripAdvisor datasets. The
Default profiling, which corresponds of the just to PWRA profiling, is the base
approach.

Table 1. Comparison of Recommendation Results

Profiling Neighbours Recall@10 TRecall@10 RMSE

Hotel Expedia

Default: r̂u,i 20 0.304 0.198 0.129
Trust: r̂T u,i 20 0.639 0.215 0.124
General Reputation: r̂Gu,i

20 0.679 0.235 0.119

Neighbour-based Reputation: r̂NRu,i
20 0.719 0.247 0.117

Trip Advisor

Default: r̂u,i 200 0.489 0.513 0.152
Trust: r̂T u,i 200 0.823 0.621 0.132
Reputation: r̂Gu,i

200 0.837 0.630 0.128

Neighbour-based Reputation: r̂NRu,i
200 0.859 0.639 0.125

We can verify that the most promising results occurred with neighbour-based
reputation. In the case of the HotelExpedia dataset, when compared with the
base algorithm, the RMSE decreases (−9 %) and the Recal@10 (+137 %) and
TRecall@10 (+25 %) increase. In the case of the TripAdvisor dataset, when
compared with the base algorithm, the RMSE decreases (−18 %). The Recall@10
(+76 %) and TRecall@10 (+25 %) increase.

5 Conclusions

Prospective tourists rely increasingly on crowdsourcing platforms to plan their
trips, reinforcing the influence of crowdsourced information in the tourist be-
haviour. In this context, past tourists leave behind digital footprints composed
of multiple criteria information such as ratings, textual reviews, photos, etc.,
which are used to recommend tourism resources. To improve the quality of these
recommendations, we assess crowdsourced information using T&R mechanisms.

We explore the T&R modelling of tourism crowdsourced information in or-
der to create on-line collaborative recommendations. Our proposed method relies
on data streams and includes: (i) PWRA multi-criteria Profiling; (ii) On-line
Rating Prediction; (iii) T&R modelling; and (iv) Evaluation. The Profiling mod-
ule combines the multi-criteria ratings to create the profiles using the PWRA
approach. For rating prediction, we use a collaborative filtering employing the
k -NN algorithm to predict the ratings, and the neighbourhood is computed us-
ing the Pearson correlation as the similarity measure. Additionally, we integrate



a T&R modelling to refine users’ profiles, and, consequently, the final recom-
mendations. First, the trustworthiness between users is computed taking into
account the number of items actually recommended to the user based on the
neighbour, and the number of times that a user was chosen as a neighbour of the
current one. Then, we explore two different reputation approaches: (i) a general
reputation, which relies on a standard average of the pairwise trust values taking
into account all users of the system; and (ii) neighbour-based reputation, which
relies on a standard average of the pairwise trust values taking into account the
common neighbours between users.

The proposed method was tested and evaluated with Expedia and TripAdvi-
sor datasets, using RMSE, Recall@10, and TRecall@10 as evaluation metrics and
employing incremental updating. In the experiments, we compared four different
approaches: (i) Default; (ii) Trust; (iii) General Reputation; and (iv) Neighbour-
based reputation. The most promising results occurred with neighbour-based
reputation for both datasets.

To sum up, this paper proposes a T&R modelling approach for recommen-
dation systems supported by crowdsourced ratings. As future work, we intend
to explore the T&R modelling for model-based recommendation systems.
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